UNIFORM POLICY

Purpose

All students wear full school uniform. It promotes pride in presentation, supports equity principles and allows staff to provide care to students who are immediately recognisable as Roma Mitchell Secondary College students.

This decision has been ratified by the Governing Council.

Roma Mitchell Secondary College uniforms are provided by Devon Clothing. While the contract with Devon Clothing provides a convenient and value-for-money outcome to the school community, parents do have the option to purchase the uniform items from any other supplier, providing that the uniform items are exactly the same as the items identified within the school’s uniform policy.

Any student who arrives out of uniform at school will be required to change into the uniform. Parents/caregivers will be contacted if the student is asked to return home to change into the appropriate uniform.

Accommodations made in variation to the uniform can be considered as part of a documented Negotiated Education Plan (NEP) or Health Care Plan. These cases will be considered on an individual basis.

Parents and Caregivers are encouraged to contact the School Business Manager or Head of Campus if provision of uniform causes financial hardship.

SCHOOL UNIFORM ITEMS AND INFORMATION

SCHOOL COLOURS

- Navy, Grey and White

CAMPUS COLOURS

- Co-Education – Red
- Girls’ Education – Purple
- Special Education – Blue
BOYS
- Shorts – Charcoal grey
- Pants – Charcoal grey
- Shirts – Unisex – White short sleeve 2 piece collar with logo and campus colour
- Shirts – Unisex – White long sleeve 2 piece collar with logo and campus colour
- Jumper – Unisex – Navy with campus stripe and logo
- Cardigan – Unisex – Navy with campus stripe and logo
- Wool Jacket – Unisex – Navy with logo or Blazer – Unisex - Navy with grey trim and logo or Waterproof Jacket – Navy with logo

GIRLS
- Skirt – Navy or navy with vertical stripes (length just below the knee)
- Dress short sleeve and long sleeve – Navy with vertical stripes and campus colour trim (length just below the knee).
- Pants – Navy
- Shirts – Unisex – White short sleeve 2 piece collar with logo and campus colour
- Shirts – Unisex – White long sleeve 2 piece collar with logo and campus colour
- Jumper – Unisex – Navy with campus stripe and logo
- Cardigan – Unisex – Navy with campus stripe and logo
- Wool Jacket – Unisex – Navy with logo or Blazer – Unisex - Navy with grey trim and logo or Waterproof Jacket – Navy with logo

SPECIAL EDUCATION BOYS
- Shorts – Charcoal grey
- Elastic Waist Shorts – Charcoal grey with elastic waist
- Pants – Charcoal grey
- Elastic Waist Pants – Charcoal grey with elastic waist
- Shirts – Unisex – White short sleeve 2 piece collar with logo and campus colour
- Shirts – Unisex – White long sleeve 2 piece collar with logo and campus colour
- Polo top – Unisex – Navy with campus colour piping and logo
- Jumper or Windcheater – Unisex – Navy with campus stripe and logo
- Cardigan – Unisex – Navy with campus stripe and logo
- Wool Jacket – Unisex – Navy with logo or Blazer – Unisex - Navy with grey trim and logo or Waterproof Jacket – Navy with logo
SPECIAL EDUCATION GIRLS
- Skirt – Navy or navy with vertical stripes (length just below the knee)
- Dress short sleeve and long sleeve – Navy with vertical stripes and campus colour trim (length just below the knee).
- Elastic Waist Shorts – Navy with elastic waist
- Pants – Navy
- Elastic Waist Pants – Navy with elastic waist
- Shirts – Unisex – White short sleeve 2 piece collar with logo and campus colour
- Shirts – Unisex – White long sleeve 2 piece collar with logo and campus colour
- Jumper or Windcheater – Unisex – Navy with campus stripe and logo
- Cardigan – Unisex – Navy with campus stripe and logo
- Wool Jacket – Unisex – Navy with logo or Blazer – Unisex - Navy with grey trim and logo or Waterproof Jacket – Navy with logo

PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND DANCE
All Year 8-10 students of the Girls’ and Co-Educational Campuses will need to purchase the sport uniform for Health and Physical Education. Year 11-12 students of the Girls’ and Co-Educational Campuses who undertake Physical Education and Year 8-12 students who undertake Dance will also be required to purchase the sport uniform.
Sports shoes can be brought from home to wear for sport as these will not be supplied by Devon Clothing.
- Sports Polo – Navy with white piping short sleeve or long sleeve with logo
- Sports Shorts – Navy with white piping and logo
- Socks – White sports socks (unisex)
- Sports Jacket - Navy with white piping and logo (optional)
- Sports Track Pants - Navy with white piping and logo (optional)

SPECIALIST SPORT (CYCLING, HOCKEY, SOCCER)
Year 8-12 students enrolled in a Specialist Sport program (Cycling, Hockey or Soccer) will be required to purchase a specialised sport uniform. Details about these uniform requirements are available from Adam Carter, Senior Leader, Specialist Sport.

SOUTH AUSTRALIAN ABORIGINAL SPORTS TRAINING ACADEMY (SAASTA)
Year 10-12 students enrolled in the SAASTA program (Cycling, Hockey or Soccer) will be supplied with some items of the sport uniform. Details about the uniform are available from Adam Carter, Senior Leader, Specialist Sport.
ALL STUDENTS

Accessories

- Socks – Navy knee high (girls)
- Socks – Charcoal grey pull up (boys)
- Socks – White sports socks (unisex) for Physical Education
- Tights – Navy (girls)
- Backpack – Navy with logo
- Shoes – Black leather or leather look with laces. Please note this item is not supplied by Devon Clothing and must be brought from home.
- Head Scarf – Plain white or navy. Please note this item is not supplied by Devon Clothing and must be brought from home.
- Hair Accessories – Plain navy or white. Please note this item is not supplied by Devon Clothing and must be brought from home (optional)
- Neck Scarf – Navy with logo or white with logo (optional)
- Tie (optional)
- Belt - Black (optional)
- Hat – Navy cap or bucket hat with printed logo (optional)

JEWELLERY, MAKEUP AND BODY ART

Discrete jewellery and make-up, including nail polish, at all times (as appropriate for a work environment).

No visible tattoos.

PROTECTIVE CLOTHING

We provide a safe learning environment. We value safety guidelines specified by DECD, Department Industry and the Work, Health and Safety Act.

Guidelines regarding clothing, footwear and eye protection are explained to students attending practical courses. It is recommended that hats will be worn outdoors for sun protection. Within buildings, headwear is to be removed unless required to be worn for cultural or religious reasons.